The article studies the organizations of Bulgarian students abroad in the period 1894 – 1903. In fact it is a chronological sequel of a series of publications on this issue, where the author develops the theme of the Bulgarian student migrations in Europe at the end of XIX and the beginning of XX century. First of all it clarifies, that during the period, the process of consolidation of Bulgarian student nationalistic societies in Genève, Lozano, Paris, Munich, Vienna and other major university centers continues. New ones were created such as the society .Bulgaria. in Graz and similar formations in Bucharest, Dresden, Lion, Toulouse, Montpelier, Zagreb. Scores of Macedonian-Edirne student societies and committees, founded in Western Europe and Russia were the new trend. The number of socialist-student groups and societies increased. They act under the influence and in the sphere of the socialist party’s movement. Estimated more generally, the organized state of the Bulgarian students abroad increased in comparison with the past years – if one has in mind the number of the newly created and active societies, committees and groups.